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"Loka Samasta Sukhino Bhavantu"

Oh supreme please make this universe blessed with happiness & love

www.hcclondon.ca

Your generosity will help prosper your soul and our 
generations to come

WHY WE NEED IT

The Hindu temple has been an integral part of London's Hindu
community since 1991.

We have grown since then. HCC has increased its membership, and 
more people are visiting the temple than ever before. 

Unfortunately, the prayer hall and parking lot are too small to
accommodate our enthusiastic devotees.

Currently, the temple does not have convenient and comfortable
arrangements for the elderly.

We need to make better arrangements for our washrooms, and install 
more efficient electrical wiring, among other necessary

changes.

YOU CAN HELP !

The Hindu Cultural Centre (HCC) 
London, Ontario, Canada

Help us expanding our temple

The Hindu Cultural Centre

DONATIONS ARE WELCOME FOR BELOW DENOMINATIONS 

OR HIGHER.

+1(519) 451-6884

president@hcclondon.ca

100 250 500 1000 others

Please write your cheque to “London 

HCC” and hand it over to any board 

members in the temple.



YOUR GENEROSITY WILL HELP 

OUR GENERATIONS TO COME

VISION OF MANDIR EXPANSION

1. Main prayer hall to be expanded.
2. The altar will remain on West side and will be a semi-

circular as at present. But the altar will be larger.
3. Have water out let near the Shiv Lingam with proper 

drainage.
4. Relocate Havan shala with proper exhaust.
5. The main prayer hall to have a water supply tap on the 

west side on the side of then altar.
6. The expansion to be performed in a way, that there is 

virtually no disruption to the temple service.
7. Provision for future dome on the altar. 
8. The washrooms and coatrooms to be re-designed.
9. A high-speed elevator to service the basement and the 

kitchen.
10. The kitchen in the basement to be expanded.
11. The washroom in the basement to be re-designed.
12. The basement will be expanded to the same extent as 

the main floor expansion.
13. The stage will be lager than at present.
14. The wells on the west wall will be eliminated.
15. The heating and cooling of both levels to be re-designed.
16. All electrical light to be LED.
17. The parking on the west side of the building along the 

fence and extend the parking on the north side.
18. Additional parking on the second lot.
19. Additional parking lot lights.

OUR EXPANSION PLAN FOR MANDIR


